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noticed errata in the text.

Chapter 2
Page 21, last paragraph, 3rd sentence; should not end with a question mark.
Page 23, 1st blockquote, 1st sentence; says ‘... makes them analytically o context ...’, should be: ‘... makes them analytically immune to context ...

Chapter 8
Page 112, 2nd paragraph, last sentence; says ‘... because it entails too in terms of ...’, should be: ‘... because it entails too much in terms of ...’
Page 114, 1st paragraph after the heading, last sentence; says ‘... (which varies varying form case to case) ...’, should be: ‘... (which varies from case to case) ...’
Page 115, footnote 2 is on page 114.

Chapter 9
Page 120, 1st list item, first sentence; ends ‘... (for example an organisation such as NUTEK or STEr- ...’; should end: ‘... (for example an organisation such as NUTEK or STEM ).’
Page 126, 1st paragraph, 1st sentence; says ‘... : even it the SLIP-Council, ...’; should be: ‘... : even if the SLIP-Council, ...’
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